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The Definitive Owner's Manual to the Male Body--One That's as Fun as It Is Useful!The Better
Man Project is the ultimate handbook for any man who wants to live longer and, just as
importantly, better.Written by Bill Phillips, editor-in-chief of Men's Health-the world's largest and
most respected men's magazine-this 352-page manual is packed with thousands of useful tips
and action items to upgrade your diet, fitness, health, relationships, career, and more (as quickly
as possible), plus specific do-it-yourself plans to make you the best man you can be.The Better
Man Project isn't just a reference guide to life. It's a great read too, with every health and fitness
tip served with a side of Men's Health's trademark authority and humor. You'll feel stronger and
healthier. You'll be stoked about waking up and attacking your day. You'll be more impressed
than ever, no matter your age, by the guy staring back at you in the mirror. And, let's just say it:
Your wife or girlfriend will probably be 20 to 25 percent more into you.Features include:* Health
and fitness self-tests so you can see how you stack up against other guys your age.* The 70
powerfoods than all men should be eating* A decade-by-decade cheat sheet of all the
diagnostic tests you should have, and when.* A troubleshooter's guide to common ailments and
quick home remedies.* Simple workouts that will help you pack on total-body muscle, find your
abs, build big arms, or lose your belly fat.* Special features on protecting your telomeres,
reversing diabetes, preventing heart disease, and staving off dementia.* 35 do-it-yourself
projects that will make you more interesting, improve your posture, fix your diet, earn you a
promotion, fill your wallet, and much more!Flat belly. Strong muscles. Career success. More
respect. Greater happiness. Boatloads of fun. Good health for life! The Better Man Project shows
you the way.You deserve better. Start today.

About the AuthorBill Phillips is the editor in chief of Men's Health magazine, the world's largest
men's magazine brand, and a leading authority on men's issues. Under his leadership, Men's
Health won the 2015 National Magazine Award for General Excellence, the industry's highest
honor.AudioFile Earphones Award winner Eric Michael Summerer is a voice actor and producer
who has narrated numerous audiobooks as well as countless instructional recordings and video
games. He earned an Audie Award nomination for Childhood's End by Arthur C. Clarke. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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To the loves of my life: Robin, Lindsay, and TaylorI may never be perfect, but I will always try to
be better
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you’ll break a hip. Just use the tools, techniques, and advice here for improving performance,
satisfaction, and the mental part of red-hot intimacy.11 / TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR BODY:
PAIN IN THE NECK? RUMBLINGS IN YOUR GUT? HERE ARE YOUR FAST FIXES FOR JUST
ABOUT ANYTHINGA smart solution for every health problem a man can fix himself, presented
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ForewordI hear this disturbing refrain all the time—from the media, from health care providers,
and even from guys I know: “Muscle mass, testosterone, energy, strength, all start declining in
our 20s and 30s. It’s not my fault that I’m rolling downhill faster than a Schwinn with worn brake
pads.”As a guy (and doctor) who just turned 43, I say: Bullshit!Okay, I’ll admit that this isn’t such
good bedside manner for an E.R. doc, but I’m genuinely disheartened by the excuses I hear.
Come on guys! Our lives don’t have to be a sad story of inevitable decline! Don’t give up when
the game is just beginning; this is the game of your life, and you can win it.You see, because I’ve
been fortunate to learn that my health doesn’t need to decline as I age, I feel like I’m roaring out
of the locker room after halftime in my game of life. And I’m fired up! The coach has just given me
a rousing pep talk, and I have great strategies for success. Exactly the kinds of motivation and
information you’ll find in The Better Man Project, in fact. Don’t worry, you don’t need to run a
marathon, quit drinking beer, or live solely on seaweed to stay strong and healthy. You don’t have
to go on some complicated regimen of supplements or join a monastery.But you do need to start
paying attention. To your activity levels. To the ways you spend your free time. To your methods
of handling stress. To the foods you eat. To the ways you interact with loved ones. Sound
difficult? Only if you let it be, because doing all of those things are your keys to a better, more
enjoyable, more passionate way of living! You’re not going to let the downward pull of aging
dictate who you are. You’re going to seize control of that process and control the action going
forward, and upward.To do that, you just need sound strategies and a willingness to stay on the
field of battle. Yes, you’re going to feel the changes, especially at first. But that’s the point, right?
Change you can feel and appreciate?I acknowledge that I have a few more aches and pains
now when I first get out of bed in the AM, but it’s a small price to pay for all the benefits I get for
living an engaged life. I feel as vibrant and healthy as ever. Maybe even more vibrant and
healthy, especially when you compare it to my early days working in the consulting industry,
when I was letting my career dictate my activity levels and also using stress and time constraints
as an excuse to live on the slacker diet—beer, frozen pizza, repeat. But it didn’t make me feel
great then, and it would be a disaster now.Trust me, I still have plenty of stress in my “grown-up”
life as a physician and as the host of the television show, The Doctors. Yet I can honestly say that
what brings me the most sense of satisfaction has nothing to do with being on TV or having an
exciting career, but rather maintaining my ability to do as many push-ups and pull-ups as when I
was 20 years old.And because I maintain my fitness level, I have been blessed in my 40s to ride
the Leadville 100—a mountain bike race that traverses 100 miles and begins at 11,000 feet!—
and to will myself and my bicycle up the classic climbs of the Tour de France as I did on a recent
trip. It isn’t the usual kind of R&R that I’m after, but rather I’m looking for Renewal and
Rejuvenation. Physical activity, and the pure fuel that energizes it, gives me that. When I hop in
my kayak in the mountains of Colorado and paddle the challenging whitewater of the beautiful
Arkansas River, I realize: This is living. My heart pounds, my senses are alert, my muscles are
pushing—and suddenly age 43 feels like the best year of my life.And I’m confident that 44, 45,
and beyond will be even better.Is that the way you look at it, too? I hope so. But for many guys,



the “middle ages” feel like the time of life when you give things up. No more backpacking trips
with their buddies, no more pickup basketball, no more pounding it on the double black diamond
ski runs. It’s the premature end of their vision of themselves as active guys, as guys who can
take on new skills, as guys who can get better every year, every day, every minute. But the only
reason that would be true is if you allowed it to be—if you gave up before the game was half
over.There’s plenty of time left on the clock for you to rally and win.You just need a good coach
and some proven strategies. The kind you’ll find in the pages of The Better Man Project. You
could open this to almost any page and get to work on one thing you find there, and it will open
you up to a whole new way of living and help propel you to a personal victory in the second
half.How will you do that? By making health your primary hobby. If that sounds difficult, it
shouldn’t. Because by investing in health—your body, your mind, your spirit—you lay the
groundwork for enjoying everything in your life more. Health is the spark that ignites your
personal drive to succeed in your career, your active pursuits, and your relationships. Not only
will you live better and usually longer, you’ll become a better coworker, friend, spouse, father…
you name it.You also can inspire others in their own pursuit of good health. And in a world where
the obesity rate has quadrupled among adolescents in the last 30 years, the nation’s kids are in
need of some serious inspiration! So is your buddy, who let an injury derail him a decade ago. So
is your boss, who might see you as a leader if you launch a self-improvement campaign. So is
your wife, who wants to feel that your life together is still moving forward—in the bedroom and
out of it. By setting an example as someone who’s pushing hard for success, you can help those
around you to personal victories as well. When you succeed, your whole team succeeds.Those
are all great reasons for you to commit to the many lessons in The Better Man Project. In my own
life, I don’t just want to live long, I want to live great, and this book provides the know-how and
inspiration to do just that.And the end game of this beautiful journey is not just more sex at an
older age (but that is awesome by the way), not just a top-10 age group finish in your first
triathlon or mud run (though you can absolutely accomplish that if you try), not just a waistline
that shrinks to fit into your college jeans (just do us a favor and replace those bellbottoms,
okay?), but rather, it’s the feeling that you’ve seized the initiative in life once again. Suddenly
you’re dictating the action in the second half of the game, and you’re going to win it on your own
terms. This doesn’t mean you’ll be immortal, but it does mean you’ll pack more enjoyment into
every waking minute of the time you have left.Your end game WILL BE a better and longer life.
Why not live it now? The first step is simple: Just turn the page.TRAVIS STORK, M.D.DR.
STORK is an Emmy-nominated host of the talk show, The Doctors, and a board-certified
emergency medicine physician. He is author of The Doctor’s Diet and The Lean Belly
Prescription and is a member of the Men’s Health medical advisory board.

Read This Page FirstHey! Thanks for buying this book! What’s that? You didn’t buy it?
Somebody gave it to you hoping you’ll take better care of yourself?Then thank them for me. And
before you think about using it for kindling or calf raises, read this page. I think it will convince



you that you don’t have to overhaul your life to improve your health. In fact, that’s the whole point
of this book: My goal is to show you that it doesn’t take a lot of work to be better. Just make a few
small adjustments and you’ll get thinner, stronger, smarter, healthier, and live longer. You’ll
become a better man, and maybe even earn that promotion—or have more sex as a result. It’ll
take just a minute or two. The reading, I mean.—BILL PHILLIPSDO THIS!GAIN THIS!Replace
your ham sandwich with tuna twice a week.Lower your risk of heart disease 25 percent.Drink red
wine from Chile instead of France.Reduce your risk of cancer. Chilean cabernet sauvignon is 38
percent higher than French red in flavonols, antioxidants that plunder cancer-causing free
radicals.Position your rearview mirror 2 inches higher than normal.You’ll immediately sit up taller,
improving your posture and reducing your chances of a backache.Eat two apples a day.Lose 10
pounds in a year. The big dose of fiber promotes weight loss. And you’ll swallow about a gazillion
natural anti-cancer compounds.Eat two potassium-rich bananas a day.Lower your risk of stroke
by about 20 percent.Leave something on your plate.Live about 7 years longer, you ape. In a
study at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, primates that ate 30 percent less as adults lived
9 percent longer on average than those who didn't restrict their calories. The researchers say
calorie restriction leads to long-term weight loss and helps to delay the effects of aging in
monkeys—and possibly men, too.Have more frequent orgasms.Improve your resting heart rate
variability (HRV), a new method for assessing the health of your heart. HRV refers to the beat-to-
beat alterations in heart rate. Although it sounds counterintuitive, you want variability versus
metronome-like consistency between beats. High HRV suggests dominance of your
parasympathetic nervous system, the side that promotes relaxation, digestion, and sleep. Sex
strengthens your para-sympathetic nervous system, allowing it to better counter your
sympathetic nervous system, which is the fight-or-flight side of the nervous system connected to
stress.Swallow some bacteria, specifically L. acidophilus and B. lactis.Poop more regularly.
Populating your gut with probiotics from yogurt and kefir helped constipation sufferers improve
their symptoms by 62 percent.Be more like a caveman.Improve your sex appeal. A University of
Alaska study showed that men who tackled “caveman challenges like handling fire or swimming
in moving water were more sexually alluring to women than those who took modern risks like
riding a motorcycle without a helmet.” It seems primal natural dangers let you flaunt your
evolutionary fitness. May we suggest whitewater kayaking or rock climbing with your date?Focus
on your lower molars.Have fewer cavities. People spend 62 percent less time brushing the inner
surfaces of their teeth as they do the outer surfaces. Give all sides equal time.Take
10.Remember more. Resting quietly for 10 minutes after learning something new could help you
retain 20 percent more, according to Scottish researchers.Bulk up on roughage.Stay alive. A
Korean study found that men who ate the most fiber were 27 percent less likely to die over an 11-
year period than men who ate the least. Aim for 38 grams a day to fight the inflammation linked
to type 2 diabetes and stroke.Turn up the heat and stretch.Fry 459 calories. That’s the average
number of calories a man incinerates in a 90-minute session of Bikram (hot) yoga.Take the
stairs.Find fewer germs on your index finger. In a study, researchers found that 61 percent of



elevator buttons in hospitals were crawling with bacteria compared to 43 percent of toilet flush
handles. Plus, stairs burn 10 calories every minute.Shift your perspective.Boost your
performance. Men can generate more force and bang out more reps by focusing on external
cues (for example, shoving the ground away during a pushup), according to a review of studies
in the Strength and Conditioning Journal.Sweat more.Improve your fertility. Harvard researchers
found that men who worked out the most had a 33 percent higher sperm count than those who
exercised the least.Read the rest of this book.Make yourself a lot more successful and live at
least 10 years longer, if not way more. A landmark 8-decade study found that better than
average men (that is, men who worked hard to achieve career success) lived about a decade
longer and were less likely to get sick than less successful men.

Do you want to live forever? I don’t.Actually, who am I kidding? I’d love to live forever, but only if I
could look good, stay healthy, and still do all the things I love. (I’d also like Eternity to have a
Starbucks.) I bet you feel the same way. When you feel strong and healthy, when you’re
confident about your work, when you’re stoked about waking up in the morning and attacking
your day, when you’re impressed with who’s staring back at you in the mirror . . . well, life is pretty
awesome. That’s the kind of longevity we’re after.BetterINSTANTLYAdopt this mindset: I will get a
little bit better every day. The cumulative effect of that one change will transform your entire
life.For as long as men have walked the planet, we’ve been fascinated by the idea of living
forever. In the 5th century B.C., the Greek dude Herodotus first wrote about the fountain of youth.
Simply bathe in its waters, he proclaimed, and your youth will be restored. In 1513, an aging
Ponce de León left Puerto Rico and went looking for such a magical fountain of agelessness—
and found Florida instead. How’s that for irony?Part of our fascination is easy to explain, as
expressed in German painter Lucas Cranach the Elder’s 1546 work titled The Fountain of Youth
(clear is the old clever) shown below. The painting depicts a simple rectangular pool filled with 2
feet of water and two dozen naked women, all preening for attention. The meaning is clear:
Where there is youth and water, there’s the possibility of skinny-dipping. No wonder Ponce was
gone so long.These days, thanks to modern science, the whole fountain of youth concept
doesn’t pass our sniff test. Still, we’re not ready to completely abandon the fantasy of eternal
good looks, strength, health, and vitality. Exhibit A: the ever-regenerating Wolverine from X-
Men.Of course, when trying to achieve Wolverine-level physicality, it helps if you look like Hugh
Jackman. Think about this: Hugh has graced the cover of Men’s Health magazine multiple times.
As that magazine’s editor-in-chief, I can tell you firsthand not only that he is a gentleman—which
immediately makes him a “better man” than most—but also that he has the fitness and training
discipline of an elite athlete. And the guy is well on his way to the big 5-0. He’s a shining example
of what’s possible for you and me.While nobody has figured out a path to immortality, and it’s not
exactly on the horizon, I think most guys would gladly accept the next best thing: having a body
and mind that look good and work great all the way up until the moment we kick the bucket many
decades from now. In a way, we’d like to live like . . . a seagull. That’s right, the enviable thing



about some seabirds is that even old ones act as strong and virile as they did in their youth, until
one day they just drop into the bay and become fish food.How’s that for a goal? Live as healthy
and strong as you are today until the end of your life at 90, 100, or beyond.“Seabirds tend to be
very long-lived, and there is evidence in some species—like common terns, which are related to
gulls—that they don’t show many signs of aging before their death,” says Mark Haussmann,
Ph.D., an associate professor of biology at Bucknell University in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, who
studies animal physiology. His research shows that some of the longest-living birds seem to
protect their cells—and what’s inside those cells—better than mammals do. They have higher
levels of helpful antioxidants, and they also do a better job at protecting the ends of their DNA,
called telomeres, from damage, he says. “Telomeres shorten with aging, and in wild animals and
humans, telomere shortening rates are a predictor of life span.” That’s because they’re an
indicator of cell damage. “In these long-lived birds, telomeres shorten very, very slowly,
suggesting that their cells and their DNA experience less damage than some other
animals’.”TRY THIS!Pop Before You DropScientists in the Netherlands say taking 100 milligrams
of aspirin at night can reduce the odds of a blood clot forming in the morning. Men tend to have a
higher risk of heart attacks in the morning, so this strategy may prevent the danger, says Men’s
Health cardiology advisor John Elefteriades, M.D. Just check with your doctor before you start
aspirin therapy.Your telomeres are under constant attack, but you can toughen them up. We’ll
show you how. Of course, the very genes you start with matter, too. Research shows that some
people hit the genetic jackpot and enter the world with a leg up when it comes to health, vitality,
and longevity. There’s no good way to assess whether you carry these hearty genes, so err on
the safe side. “For most of us, there’s an interaction between our genes and the environment,”
says Nir Barzilai, M.D., director of the Institute for Aging Research at Yeshiva University’s Albert
Einstein College of Medicine in the Bronx, New York. “When we stress the environment with
things like smoking and obesity, we live shorter lives.”And the flip side is also true: There are so-
called bad genes, but having them doesn’t necessarily mean you’re doomed, says Alexander
Kulminski, Ph.D., a senior research scientist at the Population Research Institute at Duke
University. “Contrary to common expectations—that genes can unconditionally affect risk of
certain health traits—it appears in many cases that this is not true,” he says. “The effect of genes
can be different in different conditions, in different ages, and different genders.”I sure hope he’s
right. There’s an angry gene on my dad’s side of the family that causes CADASIL, a disease that
leads to dementia and stroke at a young age. My dad had it, and it likely contributed to his death
from a fall at the age of 59. I’m surely doing my damnedest to keep it calm, even if that means
kale on my plate.The truth is, there are a lot of people—with good genes and bad—who live very
long lives. And they stay healthy well into their years. One study from Boston University showed
that the average person spends 18 percent of his life living with at least one disease, but
supercentenarians—people who live to 110 or older—only spend 5 percent of their lives sick.
Imagine staying healthy until you’re 104. Think what you could do with all those years. That’s my
kind of definition of free time.So how do you guarantee yourself a seagull’s life as you move



forward? How do you ensure that you’ll operate at the same or a higher level as you are today,
both physically and mentally? Answer: You get better every day.Better takes effort, of course. If
you choose instead to lie back and eat and drink like you did when you were 25, exercise when
the mood strikes you, put in 60-hour workweeks, drive too fast, avoid broccoli and quinoa and
rectal exams (the kind your doctor gives), then better isn’t in your cards. More likely, you’ll be
sitting in a nursing home with pureed peas on your chin at 90 instead of skydiving like George
H.W. Bush.Getting better is always better than the alternative.I love the word “better” because it’s
loaded with potential. “Better” is achievable. Any man can get better. Better health, better fitness,
better career, better sex, and on and on all the way out to the best “better” of all: better life.Our
mission at Men’s Health is to help each reader get better each day. That formula works so well—
our readers tell us so—because it’s bottom-line, no-excuses doable. Any man can get a little bit
better each day. If you adopt that mindset, even if that’s the only adjustment you make today,
you’re better already.I want this book to help you make your health and fitness better as
effortlessly as possible. That’s why you’ll see many different features sprinkled throughout, like
“Better INSTANTLY,” super-quick bits that you can apply to your life immediately. Grab ’em and
go. In later chapters, you’ll see even more transformative tips and expert advice, all of them easy
to apply to your life.Now here’s what happens as you make all these small changes: The
cumulative effect of daily better begins to add up and multiply over days, weeks, and months.
You start to change. First, a little. Then, a lot. It’s profound. The weight seems to just melt away.
You can’t wait till your next workout. You can’t imagine ever eating another Oreo.Meanwhile, you
begin to see yourself differently. So do your girlfriend and your boss. You walk taller. You’re more
confident in meetings. Cute strangers on the street hold eye contact a split second longer. Did
she just smile at you? Yes, she did.Simple truth: Once you realize that you can change your
body, you feel like you can do anything. I know: Men’s Health readers do it every day and share
their stories of transformation with us. You can do it too.Now it’s your turn. You’re about to launch
Project: You, an effort to become a little bit better every day. Don’t worry—I’m here to help (feel
free to hit me up on Twitter @MHBetterMan [inactive] with questions). So let’s talk about how
your reinvention project will play out.BetterINSTANTLYConsuming two glasses of water or a cup
of soup to begin a meal can reduce your total calorie intake by up to 20 percent because it
makes you feel full.What to ExpectAny successful journey starts with a first step. To know where
you’re going, you have to know where you’ve been. Maybe you’re reading this because you know
you have improvements to make. Perhaps you have a clean bill of health and just want to keep
things that way. Either way, I want you to assess whether you’re really on the right track—or
veering into the danger zone. We’ll do that in the next chapter with a series of simple self-tests.
No doc, no waiting, no co-pay.After your reality check, I’ll give you the tools to improve those
results so you can live a healthier, fuller life. At Men’s Health, we have connections with the top
researchers and doctors in the world. Here’s what they’ve told us: If you know your body and
take care of it, you’ll keep it humming like a well-tuned vintage muscle car. If you don’t, then you’ll
cough, wheeze, and back-fire to the finish line.COUNTER-INTELLIGENCELow-Tech Life



ExtensionTry these five longevity strategies, no cryogenics necessary!+1 YEARSWALLOW A
BITTER PILLMake that a piece of dark chocolate. Harvard research showed that people who ate
dark chocolate just once a month lived longer than people who didn’t eat it or ate milk chocolate.
It may have something to do with the antioxidants in dark chocolate. When choosing a dark bar,
look for the percentage of cacao; the higher the number, the more antioxidants inside. Bitterness
also increases with cacao content, so you may need to work up to the heavy-duty stuff.+2
YEARSKEEP SWINGINGJoin an organized team sport like softball or basketball, but not pub
darts. A Japanese study found that men who were still involved in sports at age 65 outlived their
inactive counterparts. Researchers believe it had to do with the combination of exercise and
social interaction. The peer pressure to hustle out to left field or cut to the basket may keep you
from rotting in a rocking chair.+2 YEARSSTOP THE HAND-WRINGINGReally now, has worrying
ever gotten you anywhere? Then can it. You’ll enjoy life more and have more life to enjoy. A study
of more than 6,000 Chicago residents by the Rush Institute for Healthy Aging determined that
those who were the least anxious on a day-today basis lived the longest. Why? A constant state
of stress has been shown to undermine the immune system. Go for a run. Play basketball.
Distract your one-track mind with a brain game like Suduko or, hell, even a video game like Halo.
Got a DVD player? A Three Stooges marathon is better than Xanax to the worried male mind.+3
YEARSTAKE THEE TO CHURCHOr to the synagogue, or to the sweat lodge, wherever you
might worship. University of Pittsburgh researchers say that weekly attendance at religious
services may add years to a person’s expiration date, an increase equal to that seen with using
cholesterol-lowering medicines. Not religious? Commit to a weekly group activity that feels like a
spiritual experience—like, say, watching football.+8 YEARSBELIEVE IN DR. YOUBelieving that
you are in control of your health can be a self-fulfilling prophecy. According to a Canadian study
of healthy elderly people, study participants who predicted that they would live 8 more years
actually did, while those who foresaw an early funeral got exactly that. Beliefs may well beget
actions, negative and positive.The average man only lives to 76, but I want you to live much
longer and better than other guys who manage to make it that far. I want to help you spend zero
of those years in a wheelchair. Or impotent. Or incontinent. I want you to live like a seabird with a
hard-on. And this book is going to help.After Chapter 2’s self-test, Chapter 3 will introduce the
Seven Horsemen of the Apocalypse—the top seven causes of death in men. I’ve broken them
down by age group so you can identify the biggest threats you face right now. It’s easy to worry
about plane crashes, shark attacks, and Ebola, but this factcheck will show you the bogeymen
you really need to fear. Then, I’ll share the bad habits that accelerate aging and leave you
vulnerable to common killers. This chapter isn’t trying to scare anybody; it’s about giving guys
who may think nothing bad will ever happen to them the data to convince them they can easily
become a statistic without a little self-care.Chapter 4 will be the start of your journey to being a
better man. We’ll begin by upgrading your food habits. And we’ll make it easy—eating right
doesn’t have to be a miserable slog. It can be simple and delicious! Most of the chapters start
with the “Fast Five”—a handful of easy steps to get you started immediately. Later, if you’ve got



the gumption, you can take on more advanced challenges to get even better than better.In
Chapter 5, we’ll help you shape up. Whether you’re a CrossFit junkie or a couch surfer, it doesn’t
matter. We’ll show you how to build strength, power, and stamina while reducing your risk of
injuries. The payoff? You’ll look better, feel more energetic, and come out healthier.Chapters 6
and 7 will focus on taking charge of your health by getting you to know your body as well as you
do your investment portfolio. This is crucial for all men, mostly because so many men blow it off.
While you’re ultimately in charge of your own body, good doctors can also catch problems before
they become bigger problems. We’ll show you how to recruit the best M.D., P.T., and more and
tip you off to the essential diagnostic tests that can provide you with the knowledge to take
lifesaving steps.In Chapter 8, we’ll say good night to insomnia, sleep apnea, and other slumber
saboteurs. You will be amazed by what a few improved Z’s can do.Chapter 9 will focus on your
mind. The latest data from the American Psychological Association show that the average guy
lives with a stress level of 4.6 out of 10—higher than the level that the experts consider healthy
(3.6). We’ll help you lower your score. Plus, we’ll show you how to vanquish other mental
saboteurs, including depression, anger, and dementia.Chapter 10 is all about your favorite
subject—sex! To be a better man, you may need to be a better lover. To be a better lover, you
may need to be a better man—that is, a more patient and understanding man who listens to her
more and tries to fix less. Fortunately, there are people who study this stuff, so we can show you
the best ways to have better sex and more of it.Chapter 11 is all about troubleshooting. From
minor annoyances like colds to serious struggles like kidney stones, we’ll show you the best
ways to stay in peak condition when surprising symptoms strike.Finally, in Chapter 12, we’ll
tackle DIY projects to help you patch up your weak spots. Need to lose that beer belly? Check.
Annihilate back pain? Check. Make your body the strongest it’s ever been? We’ll break down 35
important goals into easy steps.Throughout the book you'll notice a collection of quick hits
designed to make you better fast:SMART ADVICEWe’ve grilled members of our editorial
advisory board, leading experts in their fields. These are their best tips.COUNTER
INTELLIGENCEThese nuggets defy conventional wisdom. Sometimes questioning what you
think you know can save your butt.These stats about men will blow your mind—and make you
reconsider your own habits.TRY THIS!These are skills worth learning. They’ll make you
healthier, happier, and more energized. It’s like school—but fun!Better INSTANTLYScore some
self-improvement by the time you reach the end of this sentence.YOUR BODY DISSECTEDT.E.
Holt, M.D., assistant professor at the University of North Carolina—Chapel Hill School of
Medicine, slices and dices your anatomical mysteries.AM I NORMAL?Are you truly an oddball
or just as paranoid as the next guy.One of Life’s Great SecretsYou’ve got a powerful set of tools
in your hands right now. The info in this book, mixed with your simple decision to get a little bit
better each day, is nothing less than a life-transforming formula. You’ll be different. You’ll feel
different. People around you will notice the change. You’ll be happier. More energetic. Excited to
make more improvements. Your success will feed additional success. I’ve seen this formula work
time and again. It’s no joke, but it brings a hell of a lot of smiles.Oh, and not to be outdone by any



late-night infomercial: Wait, there’s more. As a bonus, while you read this book, you’ll come to
understand one of the great secrets of life. Normally, great secrets of life only come in a fever
dream brought on by eating the worm at the bottom of a mescal bottle. But I believe in saving
you time and a hangover. I’ll tell you this secret right here, up front, no waiting. I learned it by
spending many years editing hundreds of health and fitness stories; you can’t work this closely
with that material and not learn a couple of things. Even if you refuse to believe this secret right
now, I predict you’ll become a true believer as you read on. It’s inevitable.Okay, are you ready?
Here’s one of the great secrets of life: Even if you do everything right already—eat off the food
pyramid, exercise every day, outperform every goal you set at home and at work—you can be a
better man. You can still make today a little bit better than yesterday.Now that’s a code to live by.
Let’s get started!BetterINSTANTLYLearn to use wit instead of sarcasm and skepticism instead of
cynicism, and you’re ahead of most men.How to Be Better Than Average in Less Than 5
Minutes!This book is loaded with so much useful information, I can bust a gut just thinking about
it. Before we get to the heavy lifting, though, here’s a quick warmup that’ll help you start
becoming better than the average American man almost instantly.HealthTHE AVERAGE MAN
gets two or three colds a year, and the average upper respiratory infection lasts 7 to 10 days.BE
BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Don’t try to blow out a cold. Blowing your nose vigorously could
make your cold last longer. Using CT scans, researchers at the University of Virginia discovered
that nose blowing actually forces some mucus backward, propelling bacteria and viruses directly
into your sinuses and triggering reactions that can make your cold worse. Limit your honking and
take decongestants as soon as symptoms appear.THE AVERAGE MAN has a one-in-three
chance of having high blood pressure (a systolic, the top number, reading of 140 mmHg or over;
and a diastolic, the bottom number, reading of 90 mmHg or over).BE BETTER THAN
AVERAGE: Lose 4 pounds. The Framingham Heart Study found that overweight men who lost
as little as a pound a year for 4 years cut their risk of developing high blood pressure by as much
as 30 percent. Have more sex. In a 2006 study at the University of Paisley, Scotland, people
who had sex at least once in a 2-week period had lower blood pressure than those who
engaged in no sexual activity, and their blood vessels responded better to stress.THE
AVERAGE MAN is more than twice as likely to die in an auto accident as the average woman.BE
BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Look both ways at green lights. Running a red light causes more
than 75,000 fatal accidents a year, and with the increase in distracted driving caused by texting,
these side-impact crashes are on the rise. Flare out your mirrors. Many people have their side
mirrors adjusted incorrectly. When you can see the back corner of your car after leaning toward
the mirror, it’s adjusted correctly, according to the American Automobile
Association.NutritionTHE AVERAGE MAN gets no nutrition counseling when he goes to his
doctor for a checkup.BE BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Snack on this no-co-pay nutrition advice:
Eat a handful of nuts every day. A study in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition found that
people who ate an ounce of mixed nuts—specifically almonds, walnuts, and cashews—five or
more times per week slashed their heart disease risk by 29 percent. The mono- and



polyunsaturated fat content may reduce LDL cholesterol, says Harvard researcher Frank Hu,
M.D., Ph.D.THE AVERAGE PERSON eats three servings of vegetables or fruits a day, not the
seven that are recommended for good health.BE BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Never say no to an
apple. Bring baby carrots to munch on at work. Broccoli and dip, anyone? Eating at least seven
servings a day is associated with a 42 percent lower risk of death from any cause.FitnessTHE
AVERAGE MAN in his 30s or 40s has a body fat percentage of 26.BE BETTER THAN
AVERAGE: Get it down to 20 or below by building more muscle. Lift heavier weights for fewer
reps. If you’re currently doing 3 sets of 12, work your way to 5 or 6 sets of 4 reps of big muscle
exercises.MoralityTHE AVERAGE MAN thinks it’s okay to lust after his daughter’s hot college
friends.BE BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Think about how you would feel if your daughter’s hot
college friends’ fathers were lusting after your daughter. Then, practice virtue. Exercise it like a
muscle. “People who exercise virtue know that when they get in a certain situation, they hardly
have to think about it because they know how they will act,” says Christian Smith, Ph.D., a
professor of sociology at Notre Dame.THE AVERAGE MAN has lied to his wife or girlfriend
about where he went; 50 percent of men say they have lied to get a woman into bed.BE
BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Think selfishly before you lie. Lying breeds more lies, and harboring
these secrets can be so stressful it can compromise your immune system, scientists say. On the
flip side, telling the truth is good for body and soul. In a study at Notre Dame, researchers asked
one group of subjects to avoid telling major and minor lies for 10 weeks. A control group
received no such instruction. The researchers monitored the subjects’ health and checked on
their truthfulness using polygraph machines. At the end of the study, the researchers found that
truth telling correlated with better health. The subjects in the group that told fewer lies reported
improved relationships, better sleep, less tension, and fewer headaches and sore
throats.SexTHE AVERAGE MAN doesn’t think he lasts long enough during intercourse.BE
BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Work with her. Women have difficulty focusing on sexual sensation,
so they need high arousal to reach orgasm, according to sex researcher Cindy Meston, Ph.D.,
the author of Why Women Have Sex. Trade your goal-oriented approach for a more pleasure-
oriented one. “Think of sex as a circle, not a staircase.” Women are attracted to men who know
how to fix things, so tightening a few screws might just loosen her inhibitions. “DIY skills prove
you can care for her,” says Vinita Mehta, Ph.D., a Washington, D.C., psychologist who writes
about relationships. It also shows you’re confident. “When a man says, ‘I got this,’ it’s music to
our ears,” says Amy Matthews, host of HGTV’s Renovation Raiders.WorkTHE AVERAGE MAN
says he’s more stressed by work than his father was and regularly beats himself up over making
mistakes.BE BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Put your pride aside. Remember that you are human,
and humans are fallible. If you screw up, fess up. Apologizing is still the best and most disarming
rehab step. Then learn from your bollix and move on.WealthTHE AVERAGE MAN’S salary
plateaus at age 45.BE BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Use that figure to shock yourself out of mid-
career complacency. The secret to breaking through the salary plateau is self-promotion. Think
of your career as an ongoing political campaign. Besides doing your job well, continually



demonstrate your value to people who can help you, and build a network of colleagues who rely
on you. Also, next time you receive a compliment or thank-you, ask, “Would you mind putting
that in a quick note to my supervisor?”THE AVERAGE MAN has saved less than 3 months’
worth of living expenses for emergencies.BE BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Save 9 months’ worth
to be safe. The old rule used to be 3 months, but that’s not enough. In recent years, an out-of-
work American needed nearly 5 months to find a new job. To start building up, stash away a
minimum of $100 a month. You can save that by reviewing your monthly contracts for cellphone,
cable TV, and other services. New deals are always available, and all you have to do is ask for
them.Life SatisfactionTHE AVERAGE MAN rarely expresses gratitude. And yet, there’s at least a
decade’s worth of proof from scientific studies showing its power to improve three key aspects of
your life: your health, your marriage, and your job.BE BETTER THAN AVERAGE: Count your
blessings. Write down a list of what you are grateful for and count them up. “That seemingly
simple practice produces almost immediate results,” says Robert A. Emmons, Ph.D., a professor
of psychology at UC Davis who has conducted more than a dozen studies on the power of
gratitude. Thank her. A study in the journal Emotion found that expressing gratitude twice a
week boosted positive perception of a mate by 19 percent. Thank your dad. If “I love you” wasn’t
a common phrase around your house growing up, it can be hard to say it out loud to your pop.
So don’t bother. “Instead, show your love by noting a specific connection,” says Scott Haltzman,
M.D., a psychiatrist and author of The Secrets of Happy Families. Pick a recent event as a
springboard and say, for instance, “Now that I’m a father, I’m grateful for what you taught me. You
were a great model.” That’s what every father wants to hear—assurance that he had a positive
impact.

I love cars. Before my Men’s Health gig, I worked at Popular Science magazine. One of my
responsibilities: Test-driving new cars—as many as I could every year. During that time, I grew to
love . . . well, every new car. Let’s just say there are worse gigs.BetterINSTANTLYPerforming
pushups using a suspension trainer (like a TRX) increases muscle activation in your core and
upper back.75Approximate percentage of your body weight you lift when you do a standard
pushupSource: Journal of Strength and Conditioning ResearchI’m especially partial to BMWs.
That love affair started in my teens, after the neighbors bought a used 5 Series. I grew up in a
small western Pennsylvania town; there weren’t a lot of German luxury sedans around town. I
was immediately taken by the sleek design, the purr of the engine, the ass-kick off the line, the
precision steering. You can almost picture the steel and aluminum working together in unison
like an orchestra of red-hot metal.Your body is like a car. You’ve surely heard that one before.
The comparison is common for a reason: Men understand it instantly. Cars and bodies have
moving parts and circulatory systems, they require fuel, and so on. And more important, we
appreciate what it takes to care for a car.The question is, Do you treat your body as well as you
do your car? You take your car for a yearly inspection, right? And in between, you check the
tires, change the oil, and address any other problems that could slow down your ride.Do you



think about your body in the same way? You should. Regular inspections—doctor’s appointments
—can help you catch problems before they break you down. In between, you can spot-check on
your own. Would you ignore a big scratch in your paint job? A squeaky sound every time you hit
the brakes? Probably not. If you want your body to rock strong for the equivalent of 200,000
miles, then kick your tires and check your fluids—take stock of your health and fitness. Subtle
problems eventually progress to major ones, our experts tell us, so don’t wait for your doc to find
them.This chapter is a collection of easy self-tests you can do to establish where you are right
now. It’s tough to get better if you don’t have a baseline so you can tell what needs improving.
How healthy are you, really? Even if you exercise regularly, how fit are you? Are you fit by Men’s
Health standards (which are a little higher than most)? You’ll find out by the time you finish this
chapter. Grab a number 2 pencil. Your body check begins . . . now.The MH Take-at-Home
TestHow Healthy Are You?The Morning SessionSet your alarm clock for 15 minutes earlier so
you can kick your tires before you head off to work, or do this at-home test on the weekend.
These 11 self-checks will give you a good snapshot of your overall health. We’ll gauge your
fitness level in the afternoon session, starting here.CHECK #1 Did you wake up with an erection?
___YES ___NOWhen your eyes open in the morning, your penis should be standing at
attention. Apologies for starting off so personally, but this is important. If you don’t usually have
morning wood, you could have low testosterone—especially if you have other symptoms like
fatigue and a reduced sex drive, says Charles Walker, M.D., an assistant professor of urology at
the Yale University School of Medicine. That’s a problem because low T increases your risks of
heart disease, osteoporosis, and other diseases. It can also leave you feeling sluggish and just
crappy in general. There could be another reason your flag hasn’t risen to meet the dawn: An
arterial problem that’s preventing blood-flow, he says. Because the arteries that feed your penis
with blood are so small, arteriosclerosis (hardening of the arteries) often shows up there first,
causing weak erections. This could be an early sign of heart disease. Don’t mess around here.
See your primary-care physician or a cardiologist. Meanwhile, check out Chapter 6 for erection-
saving advice.50Percentage less likely you are to suffer erectile dysfunction if you have a flat
bellyCHECK #2 What time is it?CHECK THE CLOCK. HOW LONG DID YOU SLEEP
LAST NIGHT? _______ THE NIGHT BEFORE? _______If you tend to log fewer than 7 hours,
you invite illness into your life. Studies link sleep deficits with higher risks of obesity and heart
disease. If you don’t sleep soundly, go to bed 15 minutes later the next night. If you sleep great
but feel groggy in the a.m., go to bed 15 minutes earlier. Repeat to find your ideal amount. Need
advanced help? See Chapter 8 for more ways to improve your slumber number.CHECK #3 The
walnut testThe apt comparison for your prostate gland, size-wise, is a walnut. And your walnut
gets bigger as you get older; it’s a fact of life. When the enlarged gland presses against your
urethra, you may find yourself urinating by nightlight. Did you get up to pee in the middle of the
night? More than once? Often this is caused by benign prostatic hyperplasia—BPH—the
technical term for an enlarged prostate. But this can also be triggered by an infection or even
prostate or bladder cancer. Don’t worry: It’s far more likely to be BPH, but here’s an easy way to



do a quickie prostate exam yourself that has nothing to do with bending over.ANSWER ON A
SCALE OF ZERO TO 3, ZERO BEING “NOT AT ALL” AND 3 BEING “ALMOST ALWAYS.” IN
THE LAST MONTH, HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU . . .. . . had a sensation of not having emptied your
bladder completely after you’ve finished urinating?. . . found it difficult to postpone urination?. . .
needed to wake up to urinate between bedtime and the time you got up in the morning?. . . had a
weak urinary stream?Now add up your score: It should be lower than 4. If it’s higher—or if your
score changes the next time you take this test—see your doctor so he or she can, er, put a finger
on the problem. (See here for the complete poop on digital rectal exams.)CHECK #4 Clock your
resting ticker___ BEATS PER MINUTEThe ubiquitous doctor’s stethoscope is not always the
most reliable way to check your heart health. While resting heart rate speaks volumes about your
ticker, you are rarely resting calmly when you are sitting on the edge of an exam table with a cold
scope pressed against your chest. Your heart should be checked first thing in the morning—
difficult for your doctor to do unless you two are sleeping together—so do this instead: While still
lying in bed, place your index and middle fingers on the inside of your wrist or the side of your
neck. Count the beats for 15 seconds. Multiply that number by four to get your beats per minute.
Your typical tempo before getting out of bed should be between 60 and 100 beats a minute. If
you’re sub-60, are you a runner? Do a lot of cardiovascular activity? You’re probably fitter than
most. A faster rate may indicate an infection or dehydration. Even just 1 point above 100 could
suggest you are at risk for a life-threatening electrical dysfunction like atrial fibrillation, says
Robert Wergin, M.D., president of the American Academy of Family Physicians.Do You Smoke?
If so—epic fail, dude. Fifty years after the surgeon general first warned of the hazards of lighting
up, smoking is still considered America’s number one preventable killer. But if you still smoke
and you don’t think quitting is in the cards, consider a few new strategies. For one, recent
research from the University of Georgia found that joining an online support group made
smokers more confident that they could quit, raising their odds of success. Participation is key,
and the researchers recommend using ’s Turkeyville group on Facebook. Or check out the 1-800-
QUIT-NOW hotline for access to many services.CHECK #5 Are you crooked?___YES
___NOThis test determines if you fall into the bad-posture club—about 60 percent of men do,
says Fábio Araújo, M.Sc., who researches posture at the Institute of Public Health at the
University of Porto in Portugal. To see if you’re in that majority, take a good look at yourself after
you step out of the shower. If you drew horizontal lines across your body, would the lines across
your shoulders, hips, nipples, pelvis, knees, and ankles be parallel? If so, you’re in good
alignment, which means you probably sit up straight and stand correctly. Next, put your back
against the wall and stand straight, looking straight ahead. Is there extra space behind your neck
and shoulders? If the distance is greater than 5 inches, your neck muscles might be stiff or your
shoulders may be rolling forward. Is your lower back attached to the wall without any free space?
If so, you probably lack muscle extensibility. Men are particularly susceptible to having a flat
spine, which can cause chronic back pain, he says. Finally, bend forward at your hips. Repeat to
the right, the left, and back and fully rotate your back for both sides. If you have pain or feel



stiffness, you may need to improve your posture.If you failed any of these posture tests, take the
more comprehensive DIY test in Chapter 12, starting here. It pinpoints key problem areas and
offers at-home remedies to try. In the meantime, try this posture-improving exercise: Lie on your
back on the floor with your knees bent, feet flat, and arms perpendicular to your torso. Your
hands should be in loose fists, palms up. Slowly rotate your arms until your fists are palms down
while lifting your shoulders and head slightly. Reverse the arm roll, raising your hips a few inches.
Complete 10 to 15 reps, moving as effortlessly as you can. If this feels too gentle, you’re doing it
just right.Urine TroubleFour signs that you might be pissing away your healthCloudy. The
forecast: bacterial infection, especially if there’s a foul smell or burning sensation. The
cloudiness is a byproduct of white blood cells working to fight germs.Bloody. Blood can signal an
enlarged prostate or kidney stone or even cancer. Have it checked out right away.Frothy or
foamy. There’s too much protein in your pee, which means your kidneys aren’t doing their job of
filtering it out. This could signal the start of diabetes or kidney disease.Brown or rusty. Rust-hued
urine can be a bacterial calling card. Blood sometimes looks brown. The same color change can
also be caused by bilirubin, a liver byproduct that can signal liver disease.* If you notice any of
these in your pee, say something to your doctor or urologist.CHECK #6 Did you spit pink into the
sink?___YES ___NOWhen you brush your teeth, your gums shouldn’t bleed. Bleeding gums
could signal anything from gum disease, which is serious in its own right, to a cancer, says Mark
Wolff, D.D.S., Ph.D., professor and chair of the department of cariology and comprehensive care
at the New York University College of Dentistry. Have your dentist check it out. You go twice a
year, right? And between checkups, about once a month, gape in front of a mirror to examine
your yapper for any unusual bumps, red or white patches, swelling, or bleeding. Then feel for any
unusual lumps on either side of your neck. Anything odd that persists for 2 weeks should be
checked out by a dentist. M.D.’s feel they are less proficient than dentists at identifying
cancerous lesions in the mouth, according to a study in the Journal of the American Dental
Association. Oral cancer is highly treatable if found early.CHECK #7 Gut checkThe quick: Wrap
a tape measure around your waist, halfway between your ribs and your hips. Divide that number
by your height in inches; the ratio should be 0.5 or lower. Studies have shown that this ratio is a
better predictor of developing heart disease or diabetes than body mass index (BMI) or waist-to-
hip ratio, two other commonly used fatness indicators.And the dead: The newest tool, called A
Body Shape Index (ABSI), is even more useful, though it requires a computer and a few more
measurements. A 2014 PLOS One study found that people with the highest ABSIs had a 61
percent higher risk of dying from any cause than those with the lowest, even if their BMIs were
considered normal. ABSI factors in your age and height and waist circumference numbers. Take
the test by entering your measurements and age into the ABSI calculator at . If your number is 1,
your risk of premature death is about average. Are your numbers in either test too high? Pay
close attention in Chapter 6. The belly is a key barometer of your overall health. “A lot of
inflammation in the body is derived from fat tissue in the belly,” warns Men’s Health advisor Eric
J. Topol, M.D., a cardiologist and pioneer of cardiovascular medicine research.CHECK #8 The



ugly ducklingOnce a month, take off all of your clothing and examine every inch of your body.
Don’t rely on a screening with a dermatologist, because it may not happen. Fifty-seven percent
of men say they are unlikely to schedule a screening. But people who perform regular skin self-
exams are twice as likely to find melanoma as those who don’t inspect, according to Dartmouth
College researchers. Check for “the ugly duckling,” a mark that looks odd or has changed
appearance (shape or color). For examples of ugly ducks, check out . If you happen to be
exceptionally furry, have your mate check after you come out of the shower—it’s easier to see
skin (and moles) through hair when it’s wet.CHECK #9 Count your breaths______ PER
MINUTESometimes breathing fast is normal—at the gym, in bed, when your neighbor’s dog
chases you down the street. But rapid breathing can also signal a respiratory infection, asthma,
or being way out of shape. Count each time your chest rises and falls—up and down counts as 1
—in a minute. The average is 10 to 18 breaths. Yours?25Age at which the average person’s
brain starts to slowly decrease in sizeSource: Proceedings of the National Academy of
SciencesCHECK #10 Your eyesight, hearing, and memoryEyes: Hold this page out at arm’s
length. If you’re over 40 and need to strain to read it, you may have presbyopia, a condition
resulting from the loss of elasticity in your eyes’ lenses. See an eye doctor for reading
glasses.Ears: Think back to the conversations you’ve had in the last week. Did you think that
people you were speaking with were mumbling? The high frequencies that sharpen speech drop
out first, so people with hearing loss tend to think others aren’t speaking clearly. Other high-
frequency sounds to watch: The inflection at the end of a question and the chatter of children.
See an audiologist if you suspect problems. Pop in earplugs when mowing the lawn.Brain: Your
brain runs on electrical signals, so you should check for faulty wiring once in a while. Have you
recently forgotten events or appointments? Do you have trouble coming up with lists of examples
—for instance, breeds of dogs or actresses you like (Natalie Portman cannot be forgotten)?
These can be early signs of cognitive impairment, says Douglas Scharre, M.D., director of the
division of cognitive neurology at Ohio State University’s Wexner Medical Center in Columbus.
Chapter 9 offers lots of ways you can protect your brain and make it stronger.CHECK #11 How
many hours do you spend sitting per day?____ HOURSSentenced to the chair? Even if you
work out every day, that’s no guarantee that you spend enough time movin’ and shakin’. Studies
have shown that people who spend 6 or more hours a day with their butts parked in a chair have
a higher risk of a variety of health problems—including heart disease, colon cancer, mental
distress, and even an early death. Guesstimate how many total hours you spend on your ass. If
you work from a chair, get a stand-up desk or computer stand. I have one, and it’s a life
changer.No budget for a standup desk? Then make a habit of standing whenever you talk on the
phone or do any work that doesn’t involve typing. And build some body weight exercises that you
can do in your office into your day. Check out Project 12: Build a Workout You Can Do Anywhere
for ideas. It’s based on bodyweight exercise routines that truckers do when they can’t get to a
gym.Check Your Oh-dometerFrequency of sex suggests good physical and mental healthHow
often do you do it? There’s no right answer—it should be as much as you and your partner want



to. “Just like eating and sleeping, sex is a basic, fundamental part of being human,” says Lisa
Diamond, Ph.D., a professor of psychology at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City. And as
such, your coital count signals both your physical and mental health. If your libido’s in the tank,
an underlying cause could be clinical depression. Erectile dysfunction happens to most guys
once in a while, but if it’s a regular occurrence—even during masturbation—run to the doctor.
Flip to Chapter 10 for a plan to upgrade your sex life. Just in case you’re curious, here’s how
often other guys are getting it on, according to the Kinsey Institute.* Percentages rounded to the
nearest whole number. Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding.How Fit Are You?
The Afternoon SessionEven a neuroscientist will tell you: How well or poorly you age is
determined by more than your DNA. Your lifestyle plays a significant role. Consider your activity
level. The amount and quality of your exercise can actually delay and reverse aging’s impact on
your heart, brain, muscles, and even your skin. Do you think you get enough exercise? Are your
muscles standing up to sarcopenia (age-related muscle and strength decline)? For an honest
assessment, put on your workout clothes and run through these fitness checks. Your
performance will be obvious to you, but if you want to know how you measure up against other
guys, we’ve consulted some of the smartest fitness experts in the world to come up with a
battery of tests that reveal just how much work you’ve done, and what’s still left to do. There’s “in
pretty good shape” and there’s Men’s Health fit. Find out where you stand.CHECK #1 Is your
core weak?Even if you don’t have an ounce of fat, you could be soft in the middle. This test will
tell. Lie facedown on the floor and place your hands shoulder-width apart on the floor with your
thumbs in line with the top of your forehead. Lift your elbows off the floor and position your feet
the way they would be in a pushup with your ankles flexed. This is the starting position (a). Now,
push yourself off the floor while maintaining a straight, stiff plank position from your shoulders to
your heels (b). If your hips dip lower than your torso, your core is weak. Try the test again with
your hands repositioned at chin level. If you still can’t keep your hips from sagging, you need
even more core work.THE MH FIT STANDARD: Hold a stiff arms-extended plank for 10
seconds.BetterINSTANTLYWhen an exercise involves a jump, imagine that you’re pushing the
floor away with your feet. You’ll generate more power.You: By the NumbersThe self-tests in this
chapter reveal a lot about your overall health and fitness level. But here’s what they won’t reveal:
blood pressure, cholesterol, fasting blood sugar, liver function, vitamin D level, and that you
might be developing a hernia. Yes, I’m recommending that you schedule a physical with your
doctor. In Chapter 6, I’ll review all the basic (and some not so basic) diagnostic tests that our
experts say men should have based on their age and family health history. Knowing your vitals is
vital, especially if it’s been a long time between doctor visits. Having all your numbers on hand
shows you a baseline for–you guessed it–getting better. Rare is the man who doesn’t have room
for improvement in, say, his LDL score or his diastolic blood pressure. To continue the car
analogy, not having an annual physical is like never checking a single fluid level, ever. Sooner or
later, you’re calling a tow truck.CHECK #2 Lower-body powerVertical leap is a solid measure of
explosive leg power, and it peaks during your 20s, as the chart below sadly indicates. Stand flat-



footed next to a wall and, holding a piece of chalk in your hand, reach up to mark your standing
reach height. Next, take a step away from the wall. Bend your legs and, swinging both arms to
propel you, jump off both feet and reach as high as you can, marking the highest point of the
jump with the chalk. Make three attempts to get your best performance. Measure the distance
between the standing reach mark and the jumping reach height and compare to the average
man.THE AVERAGE GUY’S VERTICAL LEAPAGELEAP HEIGHT20–2919.7 inches30–3916.9
inches40–4913.8 inches50–5911.0 inchesTHE MH FIT STANDARD: 22 inchesOptional Check
#2a: Standing broad jumpThe standing broad jump is another great test (especially if you don’t
want to mark up a wall). This evaluation is used by strength coaches and drill sergeants to gauge
raw leg power because it requires several muscle groups throughout the body to fire at once.
Stand with your toes on a line and your feet shoulder-width apart. Dip your knees, swing your
arms, and jump as far as you can. Have a buddy measure the distance from the starting line to
the backs of your heels.THE MH FIT STANDARD: 8 feetCHECK #3 Anaerobic enduranceYou’ll
have fun with this one. Performing the squat, biceps curl, and push press exercises with
dumbbells as a single compound move is an accurate measure of your anaerobic endurance, or
your ability to work at near-max intensity in bursts of 20 to 60 seconds. Anaerobic endurance
reflects the stamina of your fast-twitch (type II) muscle fibers, which generate energy in the
absence of oxygen (i.e., when you’re sucking wind). How to do it: Use dumbbells that together
total roughly 30 percent of your body weight (that’s a pair of 30-pounders if you weigh 200) and
hold them at your sides with your feet shoulder-width apart. Keeping your back naturally arched,
push your hips back and lower your body until your thighs are parallel to the floor. As you stand
up, curl the dumbbells to shoulder height using a neutral (or hammer) grip (palms facing) and
then press them straight overhead, using your legs in the effort. Return to the starting position
and repeat the compound move for 1 minute.THE MH FIT STANDARD: 20 reps in a
minuteCHECK #4 MobilityMobility is a quality great athletes hone, but most regular guys ignore.
The more mobile you are, the less likely you are to injure your joints. See how you do with the
wall squat check. A lot of people fail this test because they have a rounded back or inflexible
ankles. Stand facing a wall with your feet shoulder-width apart and toes 2 inches from the
baseboard and turned slightly out. Keeping your feet flat, chest up, and back naturally arched,
see how far you can lower your body without touching the wall or falling backward.THE MH FIT
STANDARD: A full squat—that is, when your hamstrings touch your calves, in
controlBetterINSTANTLYBefore your next snack, review your previous meal. Research shows
that remembering what you’ve already eaten makes you less likely to overindulge.CHECK #5
The Beep TestCardiovascular endurance isn’t just a sign of your 10K potential or how long you’ll
last in a 48-minute game of basketball. People with solid aerobic health tend to have a longer life
expectancy than those who lack it, according to a German study review. The Beep Test or 20-
meter shuttle run is a classic measure of aerobic fitness. Easiest way to do it is to download the
Beep Test app for your iPhone (Beep Test Solo, $1) or Android device (Beep Test, free). Place
two cones 20 meters (about 65 feet) apart on a track or field, hit the start button on the app, and



run from one cone to the other. When you hear the beep, run back. Continue until you can’t
reach the opposite cone before the next beep sounds. (The time between beeps will shorten as
you progress through the test.) Then hit the RECORD SCORE button.THE MH FIT STANDARD:
Level 12CHECK #6 Upper-body powerA powerful upper body doesn’t just look good shirtless, it
also helps transfer force to the world around you. The clapping pushup—which requires
explosiveness as well as strength—is an old-school move that many still consider the ultimate
test of upper-body pushing power (thanks in no small part to Sly Stallone’s Rocky). Get into a
pushup position, with your body straight from head to ankles. Lower yourself until your chest is 3
inches from the floor. Push yourself back up explosively so your hands leave the floor. Maintain a
straight body as you clap in midair and land back in the starting position.THE MH FIT
STANDARD: 10 clapping pushups without stoppingCHECK #7 The Go-Muscle TestThe muscles
of your posterior chain provide the power behind many of the most important skills in sports;
consider them your “go” muscles. These include your lower back, glutes, hamstrings, and calves
—lots of muscles that may not be visible in the mirror but are vital to overall fitness. And no
exercise hits them harder than the deadlift does. Load a barbell with the maximum amount of
weight you think you can lift once, and roll the bar on the floor until it’s close to your shins. Bend
at your hips and knees and grab the bar using an overhand grip that’s just beyond shoulder
width. Keeping your lower back naturally arched, pull your torso back and up, squeeze your
glutes, thrust your hips forward, and stand up with the barbell. Reverse the movement to lower
the bar to the floor, keeping it as close to your body as possible.THE MH FIT STANDARD: 1.75
times your body weight41Percentage reduction in risk of dying of cancer over 12 years among
men who got fit, versus those who stayed out of shapeSource: Medicine and Science in Sports
and ExerciseCHECK #8 FlexibilityThe sit-and-reach check is a time-tested measure of flexibility
in the lower back and hamstrings, two areas that are often super tight in men, especially those
who sit in a chair at work. Tightness in these muscles is a major cause of back and knee pain.
Check it out: Place a yardstick or cloth measuring tape on the floor and put a footlong piece of
masking tape across the 15-inch mark. Take off your shoes and sit down with your legs out in
front of you and your heels at the edge of the tape, one on each side of the yardstick. Keep both
knees locked and pressed flat against the floor. (You can have a helper hold your knees down.)
Now straighten your arms forward and place one palm over the back of the other hand. Bend
forward, reaching as far as you can with your fingers while making sure that neither hand is
reaching farther than the other. Take a few practice reaches, then hold the reach for 2 seconds
while your partner records your distance.
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NYC MD Oracle, “A book that addresses all the key topics of manhood.... A book that addresses
all the key topics of manhood, health,wealth, sex, intimacy, well being, exercise, grooming and
fashion. A great gift for anyone who could use some adult male advice, at any age. The thing
that makes this tome both huge and a great bargain is that is is mainly reprints from Men's
Health Magazine. I believe most men will appreciate the practical tone of the writing and the
sage advice for not only dealing with workplace politics, pals, girlfriends, wives, bosses, kids, but
actually optimizing those relationships. Approach with an open mind, and you should think like a
better man by the end.”

Herbert A. Wade, “One of the best books for men who want good health for a long life. Very well
written and full of interesting stories, statistics and wow facts to keep the reader engaged while
providing solid, science based advice on fitness, nutrition, sleep and sex for the young to middle
aged man hoping to extend his healthy years to the max. Highly recommended.”

Jazmin, “Good Read!. There are good tips through-out this book. Some of it presents
redundancy from articles online. Overall it's still a solid book, and quick read filled with
information we all probably know, yet tend to ignore or not think about. It's topics are good
reminders backed by some statistical evidence to substantiate it's points.”

Wallace L. Grant, “Buy it and read it. Has definitely improved my lifestyle”

Tony, “Love it. Love it”

Kim, “Great book. It contains a lot of information that .... Great book. It contains a lot of
information that I did not know about, and is already helping me change my lifestyle. The best
part about the book is that it provides minor changes that can dramatically enhance your life. I
would recommend this book to any guy.”

Robert Erspamer, “OK. Just ok. No real new information. But some good tips.”

Ebook Library Reader, “At first I was quite disappointed with this book. At first I was quite
disappointed with this book. It seemed like an expanded version of Men's Health: i.e. just a huge
number of factoids with no particular context. However it's divided into useful subject areas and
the fast five at the start of each chapter are a great ideal. The idea of getting a little better each
day isn't original but it is well executed throughout the book. Since reading it I've found I'm eating
better, exercising more and am a bit happier - so all in all I'm glad I bought it.”

salemskye.com, “so I bought this book for hubby as the excerpts and info about it suggested that



it was a holistic approach to better health, fi. I read Men's Health rather than Womens Health
because the focus is on fitness and health rather than makeup, dieting, sex, fashion...so I bought
this book for hubby as the excerpts and info about it suggested that it was a holistic approach to
better health, fitness, diet, and lifestyle. It's a great read and addresses a lot of issues for the
man in your life, he took it as a big hint that there was a lot for him to fix!”

mark yates, “Fairly good. Pretty well rounded book with a lot of helpful tips. Loses one star
however as its occasionally contradictory (do drink coffee, don't drink coffee), and the
occasionally statistics become annoying rather than informative.However overall pretty
informative and worth a read, although a little on the pricey side.”

The book by Bill Phillips has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 212 people have provided feedback.
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